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giving more people more access to 
more knowledge



What is Wikidata?



● Wikimedia project started in 2012
● Free and open knowledge graph
● Contains linked data and is linked 

to a lot of other databases, 
catalogs, etc.

● Data available under CC0
● Made for humans and machines
● Multilingual
● Collaborative



What makes Wikidata special?
● You can be a part of it
● More nuanced modeling of the world and 

focusing on verifiability
● Multilingual
● Loosely enforced ontology
● Highly connected internally and to other 

databases, catalogs, etc. to open up a ton of 
additional data

● Closely connected to Wikipedia and the other 
Wikimedia Projects
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Human (Q5)
{Instance of}

{Award received}

National Women’s Hall 
of Fame 
(Q1967852)

St. Louis 
(Q38022)

{Place of birth}

Paul du Feu 
(Q97516507)

{Spouse}

Maya Angelou 
(Q19526)
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Million

Items



11k
Properties



1.45 Billion
Statements



1 Million
Lexemes



12.5k
active editors
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What do people and organisations do with 
Wikidata’s data?





Accessing basic 
information

● Use Wikidata to retrieve basic 
data on specific entities

● Example: MyCroft AI



Augmenting other data

● Use Wikidata to enrich data 
you already have

● Example: OpenLibrary



Training machine 
learning systems

● Use Wikidata as a source of 
training data for 
machine-learning systems

● Example: Exploration of 
historical theatre 
photographs



Exploring and 
visualizing data ● Use Wikidata’s data to give 

new insights and overviews in 
areas such as journalism, 
education and research

● Example: Measuring political 
elite networks by Omer 
Yalcin, OpenArtBrowser





Gateway into the LOD 
web

● Use Wikidata’s links to other 
websites, catalogs, archives 
and more to access additional 
information

● Example: The Science 
Museum



Source of notable entities 
for disambiguation, 

cataloging, tagging etc
● Use Wikidata’s stable 

identifiers to clearly identify 
concepts in a language- 
independent manner

● Example: OCCRP



Internationalisation
● Use Wikidata as a source of 

names for various concepts 
across languages

● Example: Mapbox, YLE



How to get to the data



There are various ways to get at 
that data. Depending on your 
needs & what you’re trying to do, 
some ways are better than others.



● Wikidata Query Service (WDQS)
● Linked Data Fragments (LDF)
● Linked Data Interface
● Search (Elastic)
● Action API
● REST API
● Dumps
● Recent Changes stream



Network best practices
When interacting with Wikimedia servers over the internet:

- follow the User-Agent policy (send a good User-Agent header)
- follow the Robot policy (send Accept-Encoding: gzip, don’t make too many 

requests at once, …)
- if you get a 429 Too Many Requests response, stop sending further 

requests for a while (see the Retry-After response header)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/User-Agent_policy
https://wikitech.wikimedia.org/wiki/Robot_policy


Wikidata Query Service



Wikidata Query Service
- SPARQL endpoint backed by Blazegraph
- UI: query.wikidata.org
- API: query.wikidata.org/sparql (GET and 

POST)

Useful to know:
- You can write federated queries with a 

limited number of other SPARQL endpoints
- You can set up your own instance to avoid 

timeouts and other limitations
- You can embed the live query result 

visualizations in other websites
- You can get code snippets for various 

programming languages in the UI

Use when:
- You don’t know the specific entities you’re 

interested in, but you know their 
characteristics

Don’t use when:
- You’re performing a text or fuzzy search

- FILTER(REGEX(…)) is an antipattern
- You have millions of users, each executing 

queries in your application
  -   Consider running your own instance!

- You expect the result to be a large 
percentage of Wikidata’s total entities



Wikidata Query Service
Policies and recommendations:

- Robot and user agent policies apply
- If your query times out, get help from the community to optimize it (there is a limit of 60s 

for query execution time)
- If you get a 429 Too Many Requests response, back off for a bit :)
- Add ?timeout=5 (seconds) to make the query time out earlier – useful in cases where fast 

response is required, and a late response wouldn’t be usable anyway



Wikidata Query Service
Used for example by:

- Scholia
- scholia.toolforge.org
- github.com/WDscholia/scholia

https://scholia.toolforge.org
https://github.com/WDscholia/scholia


Linked Data Fragments



Linked Data Fragments
Use when:

- You’re looking for a list of entities 
based on triple patterns

- Your result set is likely to be larger
- You’re okay with doing computation of 

result sets on your side instead of the 
server

Don’t use when:
- You need a stable endpoint
- You need a complete result set

- query.wikidata.org/bigdata/ldf

Useful to know:
- Computation is done on the client side, 

taking less resources on the server
- More experimental service with less 

support



Linked Data Interface



Linked Data Interface
Use when:

- You want data on a smallish set of entities, 
especially RDF data

- You already know the IDs of the entities you 
are interested in

- You want each whole entity

Don’t use when:
- You don’t know exactly which entities you want 

– you need to query or search first
- You want large amounts of data

- wikidata.org/entity/Q42 (redirects to 
wikidata.org/Special:EntityData/Q42)

- Available formats: .json, .rdf, .ttl, .nt or .jsonld

Useful to know:
- LDI performs content negotiation and 

responds in the appropriate format
- You can force a specific format by appending 

the file extension to the URI
- You can get a specific revision by appending 

?revision=112 to the URI
- Append ?flavor=dump for a less verbose 

response (not applicable for JSON)



Linked Data Interface
Policies and recommendations:

- Robot and user agent policies apply
- The following URLs for a specific revision and format are likely to be cached already:

- wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q42.json?revision=123
- wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q42.ttl?flavor=dump&revision=123

- URLs without ?revision always return the latest data



Linked Data Interface
Used for example by:

- OpenAlex
- openalex.org
- github.com/ourresearch/openalex-

guts

https://openalex.org/
https://github.com/ourresearch/openalex-guts
https://github.com/ourresearch/openalex-guts


Search



Search
Use when:

- You’re searching for a specific text string
- You know the name of entities you’re looking 

for, not the exact entities themselves
- You can filter your search based on some 

simple relations within the data

Don’t use when:
- Your search involves complex relations within 

the data

- We’re running Elasticsearch
- UI: wikidata.org/wiki/Special:Search
- API: 

wikidata.org/w/api.php?action=query&list=
search

Useful to know:
- You can make your search more powerful with 

these additional keywords specific to Wikidata:  
haswbstatement, inlabel, wbstatementquantity, 
hasdescription, haslabel 



Action API



- MediaWiki’s own API
- Has been extended to include Wikibase-specific 

actions
- wikidata.org/w/api.php
- Explore it at Special:ApiSandbox

Useful to know:
- With the props parameter you can filter on 

parts of entities: labels, descriptions, claims, 
etc.

- The Wikidata UI uses the API for all editing
- You can retrieve entities using a combination 

of client site id & page name: e.g., enwiki & 
Berlin to get data for Q64

Action API
Use when:

- You need to edit Wikidata
- You need JSON data of a batch of entities (up to 

50 entities per request)

Don’t use when:
- You want large sections of all entities (use a 

dump instead)
- You just want to retrieve the current state of 

entities in JSON
- Consider using the Linked Data 

Interface: responses will more likely be 
cached resulting in faster requests



Action API
Policies and recommendations:

- Robot and user agent policies apply
- Use the maxlag parameter
- Keep in mind the other recommendations mentioned in 

API:Etiquette 

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Special:MyLanguage/API:Etiquette


Action API
Used for example by:

- Monumental
- monumental.toolforge.org
- github.com/hatnote/monumental

https://monumental.toolforge.org
https://github.com/hatnote/monumental


REST API



- RESTful API allowing basic accessing and 
editing of Wikibase/Wikidata data

Useful to know:
- New API that is currently in development, 

replacing Action API long-term

Use when:
- You want to access the current data of a 

Wikidata Item (or part of it)
- You need to edit Wikidata (under active 

development currently)

Don’t use when:
- You want large sections of all entities (use a 

dump instead)
- You need JSON data of a batch of entities 

(currently not possible)

REST API

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer


Dumps



Dumps
Use when:

- You need data on a significant 
proportion of entities

- You want to set up your own query 
service

Don’t use when:
- You are severely restricted in 

bandwidth, storage space or processing 
power

- You need very current data

- dumps.wikimedia.org
- Various formats available: JSON 

(recommended), RDF (all and truthy), 
XML

- Various mirrors available 

Useful to know:
- Truthy dumps contain only best-ranked 

statements and no references or 
qualifiers 

- Wikimedia retains dumps from the last 
three months

- Older dumps are often available 
from the Internet Archive or via 
torrents



Dumps
Policies and recommendations:

- We advise against using MediaWiki XML dumps for working with Wikidata’s data as these 
contain the internal entity representation that is not stable

- You can use wdumper to get partial custom RDF dumps



Dumps
Used for example by:

- Wikitrivia
- wikitrivia.tomjwatson.com
- github.com/tom-james-watson/wikitrivia

https://wikitrivia.tomjwatson.com/
http://github.com/tom-james-watson/wikitrivia


Recent changes stream



Recent changes stream
Use when:

- You need to react to changes in real time
- You want to keep up with everything 

happening on Wikidata (for example, to keep 
your own query service up to date)

- stream.wikimedia.org (over HTTP using 
chunked transfer encoding)

- Per-wiki feeds available in the Action API 
(list=recentchanges)

- Legacy streams available on IRC

Useful to know:
- Returns data for all wikis; filter the stream on 

your end if you only want Wikidata
- Includes many events, you want 

“mediawiki.revision-create” to know when 
entities has changed

- UI available providing an overview / example



Recent changes stream
Used for example by:

- Listen to Wikipedia
- listen.hatnote.com
- github.com/hatnote/listen-to-wikipedia

http://listen.hatnote.com
https://github.com/hatnote/listen-to-wikipedia


Useful tools to know



Constraints Checks
● Way to define how specific 

Properties should be used
● Notification is shown when a 

statement violates a 
constraint right next to the 
statement



EntitySchemas

● Definition for how classes 
should be modeled

● Items can be automatically 
checked against the 
EntitySchema

● Using ShEx standard



Query Builder
● query.wikidata.org/querybuil

der
● Visual interface to create 

SPARQL queries for Wikidata



Wikidata Graph Builder
● angryloki.github.io/wikidata-g

raph-builder
● Visualize the relations going 

to or from a specific Item, 
class trees, etc.



Mix’n’Match
● mix-n-match.toolforge.org
● Tool for matching external 

catalogs to Wikidata



QuickStatements
● quickstatements.toolforge.org
● Tool to import data into 

Wikidata and make other edits



Mismatch Finder ● mismatch-finder.toolforge.org
● Tool for suggesting and 

reviewing corrections to 
Wikidata’s data based on 
comparisons to other 
databases

● Can also be used to suggest 
missing data



Wikxhibit
● wikxhibit.org
● Simple way to build websites 

with Wikidata’s data
● Especially useful for 

specialized views on 
Wikidata’s data



Snowman
● github.com/glaciers-in-archive

s/snowman
● Static site generator for 

SPARQL endpoints



Toolkits

● github.com/Wikidata/Wikidat
a-Toolkit

● kgtk.readthedocs.io
● Make it easier to work with 

and analyze Wikidata’s data 
dumps



Tips and best practices



Wikidata is a commons
and we all have a role to play to ensure it 

stays around for a long time

It’s in all our interests to be good citizens. 
For people and organisations using 
Wikidata’s data that specifically means:

● You get better data to build your 
products and services

● You are doing right by your users by 
getting them the best data they can

● You protect your reputation

● You help ensure Wikidata stays 
around for a long time

But ultimately it’s also just the right thing to 
do!



Give something back to 
Wikidata

● Attention and publicity

● Data improvements (e.g. from your 
internal quality assurance processes 
or error reports from your users)

● Maintenance work (e.g. keeping an eye 
on changes to the data you are using)

● Expertise

● Feedback about what is (not) working 
well when building on top of our data

● Money to support development and 
programmatic work

● …



Indicate where the data 
in your application is 

coming from

If your users know where the data 
they see is coming from, they 
have a chance to improve it for 
everyone and they will better 
understand that some mistakes 
are not on you.



Introduce yourself and 
your work on your user 

page

● Disclose if you are paid to edit 
Wikidata (required by the 
Terms of Use)

● Let others know who you are 
and what you do

● Be honest and upfront about 
your motives





Keep an eye on 
changes to content that 

is relevant to you

● Watchlist

● Sparqlrc

● Listeria

● Integraality

● Your own internal change 
tracking

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:Watchlist
https://wikidata-todo.toolforge.org/sparql_rc.php
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Listeria
https://integraality.toolforge.org


Let us know about 
errors you find

● Small scale: bring it up on-wiki 
(on Project chat or the 
applicable Wiki Project)

● Large scale: publish regular 
reports, contribute 
mismatches to Mismatch 
Finder, …



Fix errors you find
Preferably upstream

● Wikidata is a wiki. You are 
encouraged to edit!

● If you are unsure if something 
should be changed, discuss 
your edit on the Property talk 
page, in the appropriate Wiki 
Project or on Project chat



Where to get help?

● Documentation: 
Wikidata:Data access

● Writing SPARQL queries: 
Wikidata: Request a query

● General help:

○ Wikidata mailing list

○ Wikidata project chat

○ Wikidata Telegram channel

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Data_access
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Request_a_query
https://lists.wikimedia.org/postorius/lists/wikidata.lists.wikimedia.org/
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Project_chat
https://t.me/joinchat/IeCRo0j5Uag1qR4Tk8Ftsg


Staying up to date
● Weekly Summary

● Social media

○ Mastodon: 
@wikidata@wikis.world

○ Twitter: @Wikidata

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Status_updates
https://wikis.world/@wikidata
https://twitter.com/wikidata?lang=de


Where is Wikidata going?



What are we focusing 
on now?

● Empower editors to increase 
data quality

● Facilitate equity in decision 
making

● Increase re-use for impact
● Strengthen underrepresented 

languages
● Enable Wikimedia Projects to 

share their workload



Empower editors to 
increase data quality

● Ensure that the content on 
Wikidata is of high quality for 
anyone who re-uses our data.

● Ensure that the 
socio-technical system is set 
up to help editors increase 
the quality of existing data 
and contribute high-quality 
new data.



Facilitate equity in 
decision making

● Ensure that fundamental 
decisions are made taking 
into account a diverse set of 
perspectives



Increase re-use for 
impact

● More people should benefit 
from the data Wikidata 
provides

● Our data is available for 
anyone to re-use. We want to 
especially support projects 
that are aligned with our 
mission and values and/or 
that give back to Wikidata.



Strengthen 
underrepresented 

languages

● More people should have 
access to technology that 
supports their language

● More people should have 
access to content in their 
language



Enable Wikimedia 
Projects to share their 

workload
● Wikimedia projects should be 

able to rely on Wikidata much 
more to provide content to 
their readers and maintain 
their content



Thank you
See you on Wikidata!

Email:
lydia.pintscher@wikimedia.de

Mastodon:
@nightrose@mastodon.online

Twitter:
@nightrose

Wikidata:
Q18016466


